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powers were as absolute as those of a Roman paterfamilias,
since we are told that the great law-givers, whose work is
a feature of the seventh- and sixth-century " renaissance "
process, were at pains to limit them.1 Before their time,
then, a father could kill his son or daughter or sell them as
slaves, as the Roman paterfamilias always could. Public
opinion, Homer's nemesis and Sr^iou ^cm?, might restrain
him; but the state did not intervene. After Solon, the
father lost his power of life and death, it seems, once he had,
according to Attic usage, acknowledged the paternity of the
child and his intention to rear it, by running round the
Hearth with the child in his arms—the ancient ceremony
of the Amphidromia.2
The subordination of women brought with it, in Greece
as in many other cultures, one law for woman and another
for the male in every branch of sexual regulations. In this
matter, there was no difference between the Heroic Age and
the Dark Age. Strict marital fidelity is expected of the wife
but not of the husband. Helen is blamed, even by the easy
moral code of the heroic age ; Odysseus is not, when he
confesses to having found a wife in at least two " ports " of
fairyland. Penelope is the ideal wife—faithful even when her
husband is missing and presumed drowned. In later Attic
law, adultery was a deadly offence, if committed by the
woman. The life of the paramour taken flagrante delicto
was forfeit; the law, in the classical age, still recognized the
right of the angry husband to kill him on the spot,3 The
woman was eternally disgraced; in many cities she was
shamed by being publicly paraded in the streets.4 Fidelity
on the part of the husband, on the other hand, was scarcely
even expected. It is only occasionally, among intellectuals,
and not before the fourth century, that we find an ineffective
protest against men's claiming a laxer standard for themselves
1	Dion. Hal,, Ant. Rom,, ii, 26 :   on Solon, Fittakos, and Charondas—
an Ionian, an Aiolian, and a western Greek,
2	Glotz, Solidarity 853.
3	Cf,, e.g., Lysias, On the Murder of Eratosthenes, 24.
4	Cf, Aischines, Against Timarchos, c. 188 (Athens); Plut., Gk, Questions,
ii (Kyme) j Her, Pont,, Constitutions^ 14 (Lepreon, in Elis).

